
Porosity Analysis Area : 3.7km²
Population
Total: 54.522
Density : 14.736/km²
HDI :  0.950

Built: 45%
Unbilt: 55%

The Block pres-
ents interior 
open spaces which 
are also pro-
tracted towards 
the exterior.
It is composed by 
middle high 
residential 
buildings which 
geometrically 
shape a unique 
public space.

Built : 50%
Unbilt: 60%

The Block is 
divided into two 
smaller blocks 
that have an 
horizontal free 
space between the 
buildings.
This vacuums are 
probably dedicat-
ed to car 
entrances. 

Built : 70%
Unbilt : 30%

This triangular 
Block is composed 
by private villas 
that all benefit 
of a small pri-
vate garden.
This spaces are 
all arranged in 
the interior, 
allowing for a 
continious 
sequence of 
houses on the 
exterior 

Consolacao - district  26- Sao Paulo INFORMATION



Se -district 80- Sao Paulo
Porosity Analysis Area : 2.1km²

Population
Total: 20.115
Density : 9.579/km²
HDI :  0.858

INFORMATION

Built: 80%
Unbilt: 20%

The Block seems to be divided into different types of build-
ing that have different functions. It variates from a 
sequences of residencial houses to bigger establishments that 
probably are dedicated to commerce.
The free spacecs are arranged in order to to create a  circu-
lation in an horizontal manner throughout the whole block.

Built : 35%
Unbilt : 65%

This block doesn’t have any residential nor commercial inter-
est. The perimeter is not defined by any structure,
creating an open space connected with the rest of the city.
Nevertheless, the building enjoys of a large interior court-
yard.

Built : 80%
Unbilt : 20%

This triangular block is composed by a continious series of 
villas where the empty spaces are interior private gardens.
They are isolated from the exterior and do not have any 
public function.



AArial View Negative-positive spaces

Porosity Analysis Area : 2.1km²
Population
Total: 20.115
Density : 9.579/km²
HDI :  0.858

INFORMATION

Built : 70%
Unbilt : 30%
The block doesn’t have a continuous sequence of build-
ings.
It’s structure is fragmented and the free spaces are 
irregular as much as the buildings. The function of the 
buildings seems to be dedicated to commerce but some  
buildings could be residential as well.

Built : 75%
Unbilt : 25%
The buildings seems to be inserted inside the block 
rather than being placed in a more traditional way.
The function of the block is dedicated to commerce on a 
side and is residential on the other side.

Built : 60%
Unbilt : 40%
The interior free space creates a “L” circulation 
inside the block, which is partially divided into resi-
dential and commercial.

Built : 50%
Unbilt : 50%
The block has a fragmented shape giving the opportunity 
to creata a connection between the interior spaces with 
the exterior.

Bom Retiro -district 09- Sao Paulo



Liberdade -district 49- Sao Paulo
Porosity Analysis Area : 3.7km²

Population
Total: 61.875
Density : 16.723/km²
HDI :  0.936

INFORMATION

Built : 80%
Unbilt : 20%

This is a residential block where 
the houses are very close to each 
other, creating very small private 
gardens in the interior.
Open spaces not connected with the 
exterior. 

Built : 65%
Unbilt : 35%

The block has a very irrregular 
shape and the buildings variate in 
size and function.
The interior spaces are used as a 
way of circulation to rach the 
interior of the block and as pri-
vate courtyards.

Built : 70%
Unbilt : 30%

The block is mainly 
dominate by the 
presence of private 
villas placed in a 
regular sequence.
Each of them bene-
fits of a generous 
private space.

 

Built : 80%
Unbilt : 20%

The block counts 
many towers where 
the free spaces 
between them have 
no public 
funtion. 
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